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The angular correlation curves of annihilation quanta and isochronal annealing curves for the plastically deformed nickel samples charged with helium have been measured. The results indicate that helium is effectively trapped at crystal lattice defects and is released from them at the temperature below 350 K.
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1. Introduction

Among many experiments used for the investigation of the behaviour of helium atoms in metals the positron annihilation technique (PAT) is successfully employed as well. The formation of helium defect complexes as well as the formation of helium bubbles in steel [1], Al [2, 3] and Ni [4] has been studied by PAT. In the present work PAT is used for studying the behaviour of helium atoms in the presence of crystal lattice defects produced by plastic deformation of Ni samples.

2. Experimental

Ni samples of purity not worse than 99.999% were defected by cold rolling. After 72% reduction the sample thickness was 0.22 mm. The samples were cathodically charged with helium in a plasma produced by a low pressure electrical discharge. The voltage between cathode, that was the Ni sample, and anode was 700 V and the current 5 mA.

Both angular correlation and isochronal annealing curves were measured with a standard spectrometer with a long slit geometry.
3. Results and discussion

Angular correlation curves have been measured for well annealed Ni samples Ni(θ)_a, well annealed Ni samples charged with helium Ni(θ)_aHe, cold rolled Ni samples Ni(θ)_d and cold rolled Ni samples charged with helium Ni(θ)_dHe.

The results are represented as the relative difference curves in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. Figure 1 shows the relative difference for the cold rolled and well annealed samples. In Fig. 2 we represent the relative difference curve for the well annealed and the annealed sample containing helium and in Fig. 3 the relative difference for both cold rolled pure and helium containing samples is displayed. Figures 4 and 5 present isochronal annealing curves for cold rolled pure and helium charged Ni samples, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Relative difference curve of the angular correlation curves for defected by cold rolled and well annealed Ni samples.
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Fig. 2. Relative difference curve of the angular correlation curves for well annealed helium free and charged with helium Ni samples.
Fig. 3. Relative difference curve of the angular correlation curves for defected by cold rolled helium free and charged with helium Ni samples.

Fig. 4. The isochronal annealing curve for cold rolled helium free Ni sample.

Fig. 5. The isochronal annealing curve for cold rolled and charged with helium Ni sample.
As can be seen from Fig. 1, the cold rolled sample contains many lattice defects. The peak counting rate for the cold rolled sample is much higher (14%) than the one for the well annealed sample. The process of cold rolling produces the vacancies, voids and dislocations. Charging with helium does not substantially change the shape of the correlation curve for the well annealed sample (Fig. 2). Small differences between the angular correlation curves (Fig. 2) result, most probably, from the presence of defects created by the ion bombardment during charging with helium. Introduction of helium substantially changes the shape of the angular correlation curve for the cold rolled sample (Fig. 3). The decrease in the peak counting rate (10%) suggests that the defect concentration seen by the positron is decreased, resulting from the appearance of substitutional helium atoms. The data of the positron lifetime measurements [5] confirm this suggestion. From the isochronal annealing curve (Fig. 5) it is seen that the peak counting rate, for cold rolled and helium charged Ni samples, increases from the room temperature up to 350 K. It can indicate that helium is released from defects in this range of temperature.

The He-defect binding energy estimated on the basis of our data is about 0.03 eV. This value is much different from the calculated He-vacancy binding energy that is 2.6 eV [6]. Our value is closer to the theoretically estimated He-dislocation binding energy 0.3 eV [7].

4. Conclusions

As follows from the results presented above, introduction of helium into cold rolled Ni samples causes remarkable changes in the correlation curves as well as in the isochronal annealing curves. The changes suggest that helium is trapped at crystal lattice defects. We can believe that, instead of voids, these defects are dislocations. The estimated He-dislocation binding energy is 0.03 eV.
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